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ABSTRACT

In this contribution we present an analysis of passenger trajectories in an urban transportation hub. We collected
an extensive amount of empirical data consisting of both gate and individual stalking observation in the central
station of Cologne. Three different data mining algorithms are used to analyze this data, producing both data
that may be used as input for simulation frameworks, and, as an aside, visualizations of passenger movements
that could be of high interest to transport and emergency managers.
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INTRODUCTION

Large transport hubs, like central urban railway stations, are especially vulnerable to accidents or attacks due to
the large number of people that can be targeted there, and their accessibility to the public. In situations where
traffic peaks, for example before and after large gatherings such as music festivals or popular sports events, the
crowds within the station are both especially hard to control, and especially attractive targets (Roßnagel et al.
2011). From an emergency management perspective, this is a very challenging setting, because of the high
number of persons that are concentrated within rather small areas during the event (Roßnagel et al. 2010)
In such situations, disaster management systems, especially those supporting warning systems and training
activities, have been identified as critical infrastructural investments to mitigate disaster effects (Johnston et al.
2007). Especially during large public events, crowd dynamics play a crucial role (Chertkoff and Kushigian
1999). Agent based simulation can help to identify extreme crowd densities and congestions of areas beyond
obvious choke points, which rate among the most important factors that determine the severity of disasters
(Chertkoff and Kushigian 1999). These capabilities can be useful for egress routing during an incident, for the
design of egress routes, or for post-event analysis (Roßnagel et al. 2010).
However, a simulation is only helpful if its results (largely) align with reality. For such a simulation, it is
necessary to have a significant amount of input data gathered under realistic conditions (Hand et al. 2008).
However, as human behaviour during critical situations can deviate widely from behaviour that would normally
be observed, and at the same time is determined by the nature of the event, the environment, as well as
individual factors (Fritz and Marks 1954), the only way to gather truly realistic data sets for our scenario would
be to observe a critical incident during a large public event at a transport hub, and even then it would be hard to
generalize the results. This approach seems questionable both from an ethics perspective, as we could certainly
not cause such an event nor observe it without getting involved, and from a feasibility perspective.
In this contribution, we present an approach for integrating information gathered in a non-critical situation at a
specific public event into a system for agent-based simulation of crowds. Our aim is to separate the behavioural
aspects of disaster situations, which the system already covered (Roßnagel et al. 2010), from the specifics of the
transport hub and concrete public event. We present a set of empirical information consisting of both gate and
individual stalking observation, an approach also taken by e.g. (Chang 2002), analyze it using data mining
approaches and visualize the results, and finally indicate how the integration with a larger simulation framework
is realized. Using the data mining approach probability models are constructed that can serve as input
parameters for the agent-based simulation.
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The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. We first provide a literature survey of related work and
outline the setup of the study describing the algorithms used for analysis and the methods of data collection.
Then we present and discuss the results of our analysis and give an outlook on further research, before we
conclude our findings.

RELATED WORK

Simulation has long been recognized as an essential tool for emergency management (Pidd et al. 1996). With
regard to what kind of simulation is appropriate to use in this field, there is a broad consensus that agent-based
simulation offers many advantages over the discrete event-based simulations (Siebers et al. 2010).
Consequentially, during the last few years, several agent-based systems have been reported on by researchers
and have been made available in the marketplace (Railsback et al. 2006). Examples include (Pan et al. 2007),
(Berrou et al. 2007) and (Roßnagel et al. 2010).
One of the main advantages of agent-based simulation models is the decentralization of control (Siebers et al.
2010). Each agent can decide on its next action individually, allowing for emergent behavior (Siebers et al.
2010) and agents with individual capabilities, such as the capacity to receive notifications via specific
communication channels (Roßnagel et al. 2010). This requires modeling the behavior of agents with different
characteristics under different environmental conditions (Pelechano et al. 2007). This is recognized by
researchers and practitioners, who have built generic simulation frameworks that can accommodate for the
integration of a wide set of factors, especially considering the trajectories of agents and their speed along those
trajectories (Klüpfel et al. 2005). Examples for such frameworks that were recently reported include Legion
(Berrou et al. 2007), MAGS (Moulin et al. 2003) and CAST (Roßnagel et al. 2010).
However, there is still a lack of a broad basis of data collected from a variety of environments that are of high
relevance to disaster management. There have been some first steps made into that direction by recent
publications such as (Klüpfel 2007), (Berrou et al. 2007), who model the behavior of crowds at large public
events. This is very close to what we are presenting in this contribution; however, we are concerned with the
behavior of crowds at public transport hubs before, during and after large public events. As we could not
identify one single algorithm in this area that is considered to be the state of the art, results obtained with several
different approaches are provided, two of them based on Markov chains as (Andrade et al. 2006) suggests, albeit
for automatic analysis of video material.

STUDY SETUP

In this section we present the setup of our study. We will first present the data mining algorithms that we use for
our analysis of passenger trajectories and then describe our method of gathering the empirical data.

Data Mining Algorithms

We use three different data mining algorithms to analyze the empirical data. Each of the algorithms pursues a
different objective and provides different results that can be used as input for an agent based simulation or
provide relevant insights to predict the behavior of passengers.

Generalized Sequential Patterns (GSP)

The GSP-Algorithm (Srikant and Agrawal 1996) is an algorithm used for sequence mining. It discovers all
sequential patterns even those who are not directly consecutive. So if a passenger moves from A to B to C and
finally to D the algorithm will be able to identify A to D as a sequential pattern. The GSP Algorithm makes
multiple database passes. In the first pass, all single items (1-sequences) are counted. From the frequent items, a
set of candidate 2-sequences are formed, and another pass is made to identify their frequency. The frequent 2sequences are used to generate the candidate 3-sequences, and this process is repeated until no more frequent
sequences are found. Due to its ability to identify indirect sequential patterns the algorithm is especially suited
to identify the probabilities of which exits the passengers will eventually use based on their position within the
train station. While the GSP can be used to predict correlations between locations and therefore is suitable to
predict where a passenger will leave the simulation space, it is not capable to predict the actual next step based
on the sequence of places already visited by the passenger.
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Consecutive Pattern Extraction (CPE)

To address this issue we developed our own algorithm that we call Consecutive Pattern Extraction (CPE) for the
analysis of sequential patterns. This algorithm only extracts patterns which are strictly consecutive without gaps.
This is essential for creating a conditional probability distribution depending on the places already visited. The
algorithm transfers all sequences to a tree. Every node of this tree holds a specific pattern, the frequency of its
occurrence and the probability distribution of the places which are able to reach in the next step. The algorithm
creates two trees; a prefix-tree and a suffix-tree. In the prefix-tree every child node adds a suffix to the patternsequence of the father node. In the suffix-tree every child node adds a prefix to the pattern-sequence of the
father node. The trees are created by an incrementally increasing sliding window which slides over each
sequence and counts the specific sequence. The probability distribution of a node can easily be computed by
considering all child nodes of the node in the prefix-tree. The suffix-tree provides the agent in the simulation
with the necessary information for making its choices. As a result the CPE provides the probability distribution
for a chosen length of the Markov chain. This information can directly be used as an input for the simulation. A
limitation of this algorithm is its high demand for memory, which limits the potential depths of the Markov
chains. While this algorithm enables researchers to make statistical projections of passenger behavior in general,
it does not allow the clustering of individual sequences into homogenous clusters, because the individual
subsequences are aggregated into one single tree.

Group Movement Pattern Mining (GMPMine)

To be able to group the sequences into clusters we used the GMPMine algorithm (Tsai et al. 2011), which has
been developed to cluster animal movements tracked via sensor networks. The strength of this algorithm is that
it provides a similarity measure to cluster sequences. The algorithm creates a probabilistic suffix tree (PST) for
every sequence. This PST represents a Markov model of variable length. Every node in that PST is represented
by a string, which is a significant pattern. Additionally every node in the PST holds the conditional probability
distribution of all places. Every child node adds exactly one place before the rest of the string but only if the
probability distribution differs significantly. These PSTs make it possible to compare a pair of sequences. For a
detailed description of this specific algorithm please refer to (Tsai et al. 2011). The next step is to transfer the
cluster problem to a graph. In the graph a sequence corresponds to a node and an edge between two nodes
means that the similarity of these sequences exceeds a certain threshold. After that the graph is split up with help
of the FastCut-algorithm (Har-Peled 2002) into strong connected sub graphs. Each of these sub graphs
represents a cluster.

Data Collection

As a basis for our data analysis we collected an extensive amount of empirical data consisting of both gate and
individual stalking observation in the central station of Cologne. We performed the data acquisition on two
separate occasions: during a particular large event (“Kölner Lichter 2010”) and on a normal working day. This
allows us to compare the results and to analyze differences in the behavior and the amount of passengers. Figure
1 shows the setup for our measurements including our partitioning of the station into several segments that we
labeled based on their location within the station (A1-A4, B1, D1-4, U1). All exits (E1-E14) and service points
(S1-S48) were also labeled.

Figure 1: Map of Cologne train station including the segments used for data analysis
During “Kölner Lichter” we counted the number of passengers entering and leaving the station at all exits
during a defined time frame of two and a half hours using 10 minute intervals of measurement. Overall we
counted 47,196 incoming and 47,328 outgoing passengers during this time frame. On the normal working day
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the time frame was extended to 3 hours and we counted about 39,400 passengers entering and leaving the train
station during this time frame. Figure 2 shows the distribution of incoming and outgoing passengers during
Kölner Lichter. The breadth of the arrows indicates the amount of passengers using the exit.

Figure 2: Incoming and outgoing passengers during Kölner Lichter 2010
In order to acquire information about the particular plans of passengers, we used the method of single person
pursuit. The researchers picked random passengers to follow and to record their activities during their stay in the
central train station. Using this method we recorded the activities and movements of 1042 passengers during
Kölner Lichter and of 1251 during the normal working day.

EMPIRICAL RESULTS

Results of the GSP-algorithm

The focus on this algorithm was to generate the distribution of used exits in dependence of a specific current
location. Therefore, all possible 2-tupel combinations were generated and we selected those combinations where
the second element was an exit. So for every area a chart could be generated for both days.

A-Passage (Main hall of the station)

The A- Passage (see Figure 1) shows quite similar results for both days. Passengers coming from A4 strongly
tend to leave the area through exit E12 and the ones coming from A2 are likely to exit through E13. Both exits
are equally frequented while exit E11 was remarkably little frequented. Looking at the exits E1, E2, E3 the
results are quite similar. Passengers coming from A4 leave the hall through the left exit E3 und coming from A2
through the right exit E1. All three exits are equally frequented. Exits E18 and E19 also show a slightly higher
frequency. The other exits are frequented negligible. Based on these results we are very confident to state, that
persons in the A-passage mostly use the exits to the railways or to the “Kölner Domplatte”.

B- Passage (Side hall of the station)

The B- Passage also shows similar results for both days. Of the three exits to the railways (E7, E8, E9), E8 is
disproportionately frequented. Of the three exits to the “Domplatte”, E4 is frequented about twice as often as
E6.

D- Passage (Connection between the halls)

The results show that the D- Passage is very quiet on both days and passengers tend to leave the hall through the
same area they entered.
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U- Passage (Connection to the subway)

As in the other areas there was no significant difference in the results of both days. Most of the persons coming
from the subway-station leave the railway station through exit E13. Passengers going to the subway tend to take
exit E18. At the workday there is also a higher frequentation of exit E20, which leads to the “Domplatte”. Figure
3 shows the distribution of passengers to exits for the area U1.

Figure 3: Distribution of passengers to exits in the area U1
Result of the CPE-algorithm

The CPE-Algorithm enables to generate a probability distribution dependent on how many previous visited
states are considered. This data can find direct access into the agent simulation to calibrate the behaviour of the
single agents corresponding to the empirical data. To visualize the results a modell was constructed which
represents a probabilistic automat. The states of the model are represented by the places A, B, C, D, S1-S46, E1E20 (Figure 1) and the transition between two places is the likelihood for going from one place to another.
Using the visualization we can conclude:


Both days show a quite similar likelihoods



Remarkably difference in both days for exit E4 – workday(5%) & Kölner Lichter (20%)



Service Points except of the infopoint S24 are rarely frequented



Likelihood to go from B-passage or A-passage to the D-passage is quite low



People tend to use the escalator instead of stairs going to/coming from the U-passage



Observations of used exits correspond to those from GSP-algorithm



Many exits are extremely low frequented (E5,E7, E9-E11, E15, E17, E19)

Figure 4 shows an example of a visualized modell of the B-Passage. For reasons of clarity the main areas were
colored red, the service-points were colored green and the exits/entrances were colored yellow. To further
enhance the clarity trivial transitions were removed. Trivial transisions are fixed transitions where no other
transition is possible. For example the transition from E1 to A3 (see Figure 1) is such a trivial transition. Figure
4 clearly shows the behaviour of persons in the B-Passage. As already mentioned service points are negligible
visited. Also few persons tend to go into the D-Passage. Most people leave the B-Passage through exit E8.
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Figure 4: Example of a markov modell of the B-Passage
Result of the GMPMine-algorithm

The results from the clustering depend on the choice of the given parameters of the GMPMine-algorithm. The
parameters influence the number and size of resulting clusters. To test the quality of resulting clusters a
sensivity analysis with varying parameter settings was done. The results of this sensitivity analysis show that
dependent on the parameter settings, the number and size of the clusters can vary quite a bit but the resulting
clusters remained very stable over the different runs. Figure 5 illustrates the resulting clusters.
Cluster 1 shows a quite stable cluster in the B-Passage. This cluster primary consists of patterns from E8 to E4E6 and vice versa. Another frequent pattern is the one from E7 to E8. This cluster clearly represents a tendency
from railways to exits.
Cluster 2 contains patterns from E1 over A2 to the railways via E13. Passengers in this cluster often made a stop
at service point S24, which represents an information point about train schedules. This pattern is completely
reasonable as it shows a way on which passengers enter the railway station, inform themselves about time and
platform of departing trains and head towards the railways.
Cluster 3 consists of patterns showing ways from the A-Passage to the U-Passage. It can be seen, that persons
coming from the railways via E13 leave the railway station immediately through E1 or they take the longer way
into the U-Passage to leave the railway station through E20.
Cluster 4 appeared in all evaluations and represents movement in the subway station. There are many tracks
from E20 to the railways over E16 and E18. These are passengers which used the lower entrance to directly
access the subway station. The cluster also includes movement from E16 to E18.
Cluster 5 shows a strong tendency from the entrances E1, E2 or E3 via A4 to the railways via exit E12 or E13.
The cluster study of the workday shows quite similar results in dependence of the chosen parameters. This
algorithm also confirms the assumption, that the behavior of the passengers at the cologne railway station is
independent of the external conditions tested in our study.
Originally the GMPMine-Algorithm has been developed to track animal movement. The animal movement was
tracked in a certain terrain via senor networks which leads to a certain amount of movement repetitions. The
concerns using this algorithm were, that passengers moving through the railway station usally do not move in
repetitive patterns so the resulting PSTs might not been suitable for a comparison between sequences. The
sensivity analysis with different parameters however resulted in relatively constant clusters. Dependent on the
chosen parameters (especially similarity threshold and Markov-Order) the count of resulting clusters varied
from one to five. The quality of the resulting clusters however remained relatively undependent of the chosen
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parameters. A great disadvantage of the algorithm is that dependent on the chosen parameters the runtime
increased dramatically which is a problem of extracting the minimum cuts out of the graph to extract the string
subgraphs. However there is potential for decreasing runtime by parallizing this part of GMPMine.

Figure 5: Resulting clusters from theGMPMine algorithm
DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK

Simulation and analysis of quantitative data can provide an important contribution to the management of
emergencies, as it could help emergency managers to make more informed decisions and therefore improve
operational effectiveness and response times. It could aid emergency planners in their development of
contingency plans and thus help to save human lives and protect critical resources.
In this contribution we presented the analysis of passenger trajectories within one specific public transport hub
during large public events. The results of our clustering may be applicable to transport hubs with very similar
layouts and services, however, (Gelhausen et al., 2008) found significant differences in passenger preferences
for passengers travelling to the airport and passengers at the airport in the Cologne region, demonstrating a
significant complexity of the underlying behavioral drivers. We illustrated several approaches to generalize
from the available data, producing both data that may be used as input for simulation frameworks, and, as an
aside, visualizations of passenger movements that proved to be of high interest to transport and emergency
managers. The results of the GSP-algorithm provide a distribution of the use of exits based on the position of the
passengers. This could help to identify exits that are less frequent. This information could be helpful for
dedicated cell broadcast messages during passenger egress (Roßnagel et al. 2011). The CPE results in a
conditional probability distribution for the next step depending on the sectors already visited by the passenger.
This information can directly be used as an input for the simulation. The cluster analysis of the GMPMinealgorithm provides clusters of passenger movements, which might also form a basis for later transfer to other
scenarios. As there is no systematic approach for selection of the appropriate data mining algorithms for all
situations, and data mining tools are constantly evolving (Kantardzic, 2011), the application of the presented
modern algorithms should be considered explorative, and their applicability is also a result of this contribution.
This result should have a wider applicability than the clustering results for our specific setting.
However, an evaluation of the value of this information for those stakeholders has not been done as of yet. The
visualizations have also not yet been optimized for that purpose, e.g. strong links are not emphasized yet. Also,
due to the sheer volume of results that were produced, we could only give the coarsest overview of passenger
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movements within the station in this contribution. Another open issue for future research is to find out how the
achieved results for the cologne train station generalize to other public hotspots.

CONCLUSION

In this contribution we analyzed empirical data on passenger trajectories gathered during a large event and a
normal working day in an urban transportation hub. Three different data mining algorithms were used for this
analysis resulting in probability models that can serve as input parameters for agent-based simulation.
Furthermore, the analysis provided visualizations of which exits are used by passengers based on their cluster
position, probability distributions of likely next steps based on previous actions and clusters of passenger
movements. These results could be of interest to transport providers and emergency managers for the
preparation of egress plans or emergencies in general. In addition, this information is of high value for
simulation experts for the calibration of their models and may contribute in the long run to a more general
understanding of passenger movements, contributing to the scientific knowledge base.
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